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Abstract 

In strategic engineering, Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) historically stand as static and manually curated documents. Their transition into 
dynamic digital twins through advanced machine learning techniques and cloud computing frameworks marks a significant evolution. Recognizing the 
pivotal role of P&IDs within sectors such as petrochemical, power generation, and manufacturing, transitioning these diagrams into interactive entities 
offers the potential to substantially amplify operational efficacy and refine decision-making paradigms. Developed during an intensive phase at a leading 
technological institution, the innovative methodology adroitly combines sophisticated machine learning algorithms with the robust infrastructure of 
Amazon Web Services to streamline the intricate process of P&IDs digitization. The approach harnesses a spectrum of techniques, including object 
detection, image processing, classification models, and optical character recognition, ensuring proficient discernment of symbols, extrapolation of lines, 
and demarcation of interconnections. Utilizing a diverse array of AWS services, a scalable and efficient digitization pipeline emerges. The culmination 
produces a comprehensive CSV file and an interactive digital twin endowed with rich visual attributes, both primed for integration into auxiliary systems. A 

subsequent cost-benefit analysis underscores the favorable equilibrium between system performance and financial expenditure. Despite the intricate 
challenges encountered, the demonstrated outcomes advocate for the synergistic integration of machine learning and cloud computing in P&IDs 
digitization, setting a precedent for future endeavors in industrial digital transformation. 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background on Strategic Engineering and its importance 
in Decision Making 

The dawn of the digital age has ushered industries into an era 
marked by relentless technological advancements and an imperative 
for digital renaissance. Among these industries, strategic 
engineering emerges as a paramount domain. This discipline artfully 
bridges engineering principles with strategic decision-making tenets, 
establishing a nexus between technical pragmatism and overarching 
strategic goals. This amalgamation is instrumental in shaping the 
trajectory of myriad sectors, cementing its centrality in the 
contemporary industrial landscape (Hirtreiter et al., 2022). 

1.2. The Challenge and Potential of Converting P&ID 
documents to Digital Twins 

In the industrial tableau, Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams 
(P&IDs) stand as crucial graphical representations, elucidating the 
labyrinthine network of processes intrinsic to systems. Their cardinal 
role in the petrochemical, manufacturing, and power generation 
spheres is undeniable. Yet, their historical confinement to static, 
paper-bound avatars presents a formidable impediment, 
constraining real-time adaptability and foresight in operations. Such 
constraints accentuate the urgency for transitioning these vital 
diagrams to versatile, interactive platforms that encapsulate the 
dynamism of digital twins (Kang et al., 2019). 

1.3. Research objectives and key questions addressed 
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Pursuing the quintessential transformation of traditional P&IDs 
into their sophisticated digital twin counterparts is a monumental 
endeavor, and it forms the crux of this research endeavor. The 
pivotal thrust of this investigation lies in the meticulous dissection 
and articulation of the multifarious digital instruments and avant-
garde methodologies propelling this transition. The confluence of 
machine learning with cloud computing emerges as the fulcrum 
enabling this evolution, heralding a paradigmatic shift for sectors 
tethered historically to static P&IDs. With this foundational 
understanding, the subsequent narrative delves into a granular 
exploration of the overarching themes, mapping the intricate 
tapestry of strategic engineering, machine learning prowess, and 
cloud computing dynamism (Boccaccio et al., 2019). 

2. Literature Review

2.1. Brief Overview of Machine Learning, Artificial 
Intelligence, and Cloud Computing in the Context of 
Strategic Engineering 

Within the confines of strategic engineering, the triad of 
Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, and Cloud Computing 
emerges as foundational pillars (Bruzzone et al., 2020). These 
technological facets have not only revolutionized computational 
approaches but also have recalibrated the paradigmatic 
trajectories of engineering solutions. Their integration has 
catalyzed an unprecedented enhancement in decision-making 
frameworks, paving the path for advanced analytical rigor and 
real-time computational potency (Bruzzone et al., 2018). 

2.2. Importance and Challenges in P&ID Digitization 

The digitization of Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams 
(P&IDs) stands as a seminal venture in contemporary industrial 
realms. Their integral function in elucidating complex process 
interactions demands an imperative for digitization, aiming to 
streamline operational efficacy and real-time adaptability. 
However, this transformative endeavor is not devoid of 
challenges. The quest for digitization grapples with issues of data 
integrity, computational resource constraints, and the intricacies 
of accurately mapping traditional schematics onto digital 
platforms. 

Figure 1. Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs). 

2.3. Traditional versus Current Techniques in P&ID 
Digitization 

Historically, P&ID interpretation and representation were 

confined to manual, static methodologies that, albeit functional, 
were bereft of dynamic adaptability. Contrasting this, 
contemporary techniques usher in a blend of sophisticated 
algorithms and advanced computational paradigms, ensuring 
nuanced, accurate, and interactive digital representations. This 
evolution showcases not just the technological strides made in 
digitization, but also underscores the paradigmatic shift from 
static, isolated processes to interconnected, dynamic digital 
ecosystems (Shorten et al., 2019). 

2.4. Role of Digital Twin Modeling and the Need for an 
Integrated Solution 

The concept of Digital Twin Modeling represents a 
paradigmatic leap in the realm of P&ID representation. By 
mirroring physical entities within a digital ambiance, it engenders 
a symbiotic relationship between the tangible and the virtual, 
facilitating real-time monitoring, predictive analyses, and 
operational optimizations (Bruzzone et al., 2021). Such 
advancements accentuate the indispensable need for an 
integrated digitization solution, one that harmoniously melds the 
intricacies of P&IDs with the dynamism of digital twins, aiming for 
a holistic, synchronized industrial operations framework 
(Bruzzone et al., 2022). 

3. Models' Explanation

3.1. Symbols and Lines Extraction using Machine Learning 
models Digitization 

In the labyrinthine nature of P&IDs, the accurate extraction 
of symbols and interconnecting lines remains paramount. The 
transition from static, paper-based diagrams to dynamic digital 
counterparts necessitates leveraging sophisticated Machine 
Learning algorithms that can decipher such multifaceted 
configurations, guaranteeing that integral components remain 
intact and accurately transposed (Kim et al., 2022). 

Figure 2. Fully Labeled P&ID of the Dataset. 

Figure 3. Symbols Object Detection (1) followed by Symbols Image Classification (2). 
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3.1.1. Detectron2 for Object Detection 

In the evolving landscape of object detection paradigms, 
Detectron2 has crystallized its prominence. As an open-source 
platform developed by Facebook's AI Research (FAIR) team, 
Detectron2 emerges not just as a mere tool, but as an 
embodiment of state-of-the-art computer vision research. Its 
architecture is anchored upon the learnings from a myriad of 
successful predecessors, enhanced with groundbreaking features 
tailored for meticulous symbol extraction. Employing Detectron2 
within the context of P&IDs is strategic; its capabilities encompass 
robust feature extraction and hierarchical processing, ensuring 
nuanced symbol detection against intricate backgrounds 
prevalent in such diagrams. Moreover, its adaptability to diverse 
datasets and seamless integration with modern deep learning 
libraries amplifies its utility. With its prowess, Detectron2 
facilitates profound comprehension of the symbology, a 
cornerstone in the process of digital metamorphosis (Wu et al., 
2019). 

3.1.2. TensorFlow for Classification 

Beyond mere detection lies the intricate realm of 
classification. TensorFlow, with its robust computational 
backbone, facilitates this process by sifting through detected 
symbols and categorizing them meticulously. This process ensures 
that each symbol, regardless of its subtlety or complexity, is 
anchored to its rightful identity, preserving the functional essence 
of the original diagrams (TensorFlow). 

3.1.3. Structure of the Lines Extraction Process 

The deterministic algorithm, conceived by the author, is 
pivotal for extracting line representations from P&IDs. Initiated by 
filtering pixels based on a color threshold, the process then 
simplifies data by removing parallel segments, ensuring accuracy. 
Segments within a defined proximity are then connected, 
solidifying line representations. The final refinement stage 
eliminates shorter segments based on a length threshold. This 
process's effectiveness hinges on three calibrated thresholds: 
color, proximity, and length. Despite its deterministic nature, this 
approach emphasizes that traditional methodologies can 
sometimes outperform modern AI-driven solutions. 

3.2. Optical Character Recognition for Labels Extraction 

Labels serve as pivotal metadata conduits within P&IDs, 
encoding specific nuances and details. The task of their extraction 
has been entrusted to refined Optical Character Recognition 
techniques, a testament to their proven efficacy (Yu et al., 2019). 
These algorithms, honed over years of research and application, 
not only ensure accurate label identification but also guarantee 
that their relational positioning to symbols remains coherent and 
semantically accurate (Mani et al. 2020). 

3.3. Strategy for Interconnections Identification 

Interconnections weave the intricate tapestry of P&IDs, 
connecting disparate symbols into a cohesive operational 
narrative. Recognizing their criticality, a sophisticated strategy, 
underpinned by heuristic evaluations and state-of-the-art 
computational methodologies, has been crafted. This ensures that 
every linkage, whether overt or nuanced, is mapped with 
precision, capturing the holistic interplay of the original P&ID. 

3.4. Integration and Application within Cloud Computing 
Architectures 

The zenith of this transformative endeavor is the seamless 
fusion of the model within expansive cloud computing 
infrastructures. Tapping into the prodigious capabilities of services 
like AWS Lambda Functions, S3 Buckets, and Amazon Sagemaker, 
this integration heralds a new era of scalable, agile, and cost-
efficient digitization pipelines. It not only anchors the model 
within a cloud-centric paradigm but also accentuates its potential, 
paving the way for real-time adaptability and broad-spectrum 
applications across the industrial sector. 

4. Analysis and Results

4.1. Data Collection, Preprocessing, and Augmentation 

Initiating the research journey, a comprehensive and 
systematic collection of data relevant to P&IDs is undertaken. This 
rich dataset undergoes meticulous preprocessing techniques to 
refine its quality and ensure its readiness for sophisticated 
analytical methods (Paliwal et al. 2021). Data augmentation, a 
vital step, amplifies the diversity and size of the dataset, thereby 
bolstering the model's capacity to generalize and perform 
effectively across diverse P&ID scenarios. 

Figure 4. Datasets Creation Process Structure. 

4.2. Performance metrics and model evaluation 

The true measure of a model's credibility lies in its rigorous 
evaluation against industry-standard performance metrics. 
Through a methodical assessment framework, various metrics 
such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score are employed to 
decipher the model's proficiency in P&ID transformation tasks. 
This evaluation not only validates the model's capabilities but also 
highlights areas warranting further refinement (Rahul et al., 
2022). 

Figure 5. Confusion Matrix of Symbols Detection Model trained with 50 P&IDs 
Dataset. 
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Figure 6. Confusion Matrix of Symbols Detection Model trained with 500 P&IDs 
Dataset. 

4.3. The Cloud Computing Architecture using Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) 

Harnessing the unparalleled capabilities of AWS, an intricate 
cloud architecture is devised. This architecture, designed with 
precision, facilitates the efficient execution of computational 
tasks, ensuring the seamless transformation of static P&IDs into 
dynamic counterparts. AWS's vast array of tools and services 
provide the bedrock, ensuring scalability, data integrity, and 
efficient resource utilization (Amazon Web Services, 2023). 

Figure 7. Step Functions and State Machine Structure. 

4.4. End-to-End Architecture Design and Validation 

Beyond mere architecture formulation, the project 

emphasizes its holistic design and end-to-end validation 
(Streamlit, 2023). By integrating the power of machine learning 
with the versatility of cloud services, an interconnected data flow 
ecosystem emerges. This ecosystem undergoes exhaustive 
validation processes, ensuring its robustness, reliability, and 
readiness to meet the intricate demands of the P&ID digitization 
project. 

Figure 8. End-to-End Architecture Design. 

Figure 9. Streamlit WebApp, Download Results Interface. 

4.5. Outputs and Outcomes: The Digital Transformation of 
P&IDs through Detailed CSV and Interactive Digital Twins 

After meticulous digitization of Process and Instrumentation 
Diagrams (P&ID), a significant milestone is achieved with the 
formation of the Detailed CSV File. This file is more than just data; 
it represents a transformed vision of static P&IDs, having 
undergone complex processing involving modern machine 
learning techniques and the robust services of AWS. The intricate 
information, ranging from unique identifiers to spatial attributes 
and interrelations, is carefully extracted from P&IDs and 
catalogued into this structured and manipulable format. Columns 
like 'ID,' 'Element,' 'Type,' 'Text,' 'Bounding Box,' and 'Links' offer a 
holistic and detailed representation of the diagrams. 

However, the epitome of this transformation is realized with the 
creation of the Interactive Digital Twin. Transcending beyond 
static P&ID representations, this digital marvel integrates the 
elaborate data from the Detailed CSV File and brings it to life in a 
dynamic virtual environment, providing an interactive user 
experience. Harnessing the prowess of Plotly, a renowned data 
visualization tool, this digital twin enables users to delve deep into 
system intricacies, offering zoom, pan, and hover functionalities. 
Its dynamic nature allows for real-time simulations, presenting a 
risk-free setting for operational assessments and scenario 
evaluations. 

Both the Detailed CSV File and the Interactive Digital Twin are 
monumental advancements in the world of engineering. By 
amalgamating machine learning, cloud computing, and 
visualization technologies, they have set a new paradigm for 
understanding, operating, and optimizing engineering systems, 
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emphasizing the power and potential of digital transformation. 

ID Element Type Text Bounding Box Links

symbol_1 symbol 21 13" 2147, 4188, 2179, 4250 line_103

symbol_2 symbol 21 1245, 1052, 1278, 1114 line_109

symbol_3 symbol 21 IJ-52255 3728, 3903, 3761, 3965 line_127

symbol_4 symbol 21 UV-56211 2109, 767, 2142, 829 line_130

symbol_5 symbol 21 19" 812, 4188, 845, 4250 line_148

symbol_6 symbol 21 ERV-6-12 3178, 1178, 3240, 1211 line_159

symbol_7 symbol 21 CV-81052 3905, 1622, 3938, 1684 line_167

symbol_8 symbol 18 RV-59688 3944, 2120, 4094, 2169 line_79

symbol_9 symbol 21 DV-09339 3905, 1907, 3938, 1969 line_80

symbol_10 symbol 5 4032, 2606, 4093, 2696 line_81

symbol_11 symbol 11 SDL, 338 4032, 2883, 4094, 2989 line_82

symbol_12 symbol 18 GI, 213 4150, 3243, 4196, 3395 line_83

symbol_13 symbol 25 QR-51610 3615, 2751, 3700, 2836 line_84

Table 1. Extract from a CSV file, Result of the End-to-End Process. 

Figure 10. Interactive Digital Twin, Result of the End-to-End Process. 

Figure 11. Interactive Digital Twin showing dynamically Elements Information. 

Figure 12. Interactive Digital Twin’s Legenda Feature. 

5. Conclusions

5.1. Key findings from the research 

The ambitious undertaking of this research aimed at 
integrating traditional engineering practices with modern 
computational methodologies. This journey to convert static 
P&IDs into dynamic Digital Twins was successful in merging fields 

such as strategic engineering, machine learning, artificial 
intelligence, cloud computing, and digitization. Two principal 
outputs were achieved: a comprehensive CSV file detailing P&ID 
components and an interactive Digital Twin. The balance between 
initial costs and long-term savings was found favorable, 
cementing the project's economic feasibility. 

5.2. Practical implications and benefits for the industry 

Industry stands at the brink of a transformative revolution 
with this method of P&ID digitization. The research not only 
modernizes traditional P&ID interpretation but also facilitates 
real-time strategic engineering decisions. The Streamlit web 
application enhances the accessibility and interactivity of digitized 
data, with potential integrations signaling vast versatility. 

5.3. Identified limitations and challenges in the current 
approach 

Despite its successes, the project acknowledged several 
limitations. The quality and diversity of the source P&IDs, 
intensive data labeling, management intricacies of AWS, cost 
concerns, complexities of machine learning techniques, and 
scalability issues were candidly recognized. 

5.4. Suggestions for future developments 

Future horizons beckon with prospects of optimizing data 
augmentation using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and 
further refining detection and classification models. AWS's cloud-
native ML services like Amazon Rekognition and Comprehend 
offer avenues for more streamlined operations. The user 
experience of the Streamlit application can be enriched with 
features like version control. Furthermore, Digital Twins could be 
integrated with IoT for real-time insights. As the project evolves, 
securing sensitive data against cyber threats and fostering 
partnerships with industry software providers for broader 
interoperability will be pivotal. The ultimate vision? An advanced, 
interactive Digital Twin simulating real-time behaviors of P&ID 
elements, marking a significant stride in strategic engineering and 
digital transformation. 
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